The Dartmouth Figure Skating Team kicked off the 2009-2010 season with a solid second place finish at Cornell University! Despite the absence of the ’11 class, the Figure Skating Team held its own at a fast-paced, one-day competition on November 15th in Ithaca, NY. The Team had five first place finishes from Annie Saunders ’12, Natalie Falsgraf ’10, Deborah Lee ’12 (who finished with two event wins!), and Margaret Jessiman ’12, while additional strong performances cinched Dartmouth’s strong finish behind University of Delaware!

### Team Results
- University of Delaware – 82 points
- Dartmouth College – 69 points
- Cornell University – 59 points
- Boston University – 58 points
- Colgate University – 20 points
- Northeastern University – 17 points
- Sacred Heart University – 16 points
- Merrimack College – 12 points
- Robert Morris University – 3 points
- St. Lawrence University – 3 points
- Syracuse University – 1 points
- West Virginia University – 0 points

---

### Meet our new skaters!

#### Jing Jiao ’13
- Hometown: Salem, CT
- Skating Level: Preliminary Freestyle
- Major: Government/Psychology
- Most exciting thing about Dartmouth: Foreign Study Programs
- Favorite Skating Team experience: The team dinner at TriDelt!

#### Pinar Gurel GR
- Hometown: Cary, NC
- Skating Level: Senior Freestyle, Preliminary Ice Dance
- Area of study: Graduate Student in Molecular and Cellular Biology
- Most exciting thing about Dartmouth: The Skating Team!
- Favorite Skating Team experience: The competition at Cornell!

#### Isabel Hines ’13
- Hometown: Paradise Valley, AZ
- Skating Level: Juvenile Freestyle
- Major: Undecided
- Most exciting thing about Dartmouth: The Winter Carnival–I can’t wait to see the giant ice sculpture and jump in the freezing cold pond!
- Favorite Skating Team experience: The pre-Homecoming pizza party!

#### Rukmini Goswami ’13
- Hometown: Fairfax, VA
- Skating Level: Preliminary Freestyle
- Major: Neuroscience
- Most exciting thing about Dartmouth: Meeting all the great people on campus and living all the Dartmouth traditions
- Favorite Skating Team experience: The Cornell competition!

---

Many thanks to all our Friends of Dartmouth Figure Skating, who help make our team possible! We use Friends donations for coaching fees, competition travel fees, and other necessary team expenses. For more information about how you can make a contribution, visit our team website www.dartmouth.edu/~skating. Your Friends of Dartmouth Figure Skating donation is tax-deductible and will be used exclusively for the support of the Dartmouth Figure Skating Team. We appreciate all of your support!